**Why choose ACECLAMP® Snow Retention Systems?**

**FASTER INSTALLING SAVES UP TO 50% ON INSTALLATION**

AceClamp® snow retention products reduce labor costs in several ways, most prominently by eliminating wasted time assembling clamps. All our clamps and brackets come pre-assembled and ready to install. *Tests and installer feedback indicate that AceClamps install more than two-times faster than competitors.*

**ACECLAMP® NON-PENETRATIVE DESIGN HELPS PREVENT PANEL DAMAGE**

The innovative, sliding-pin clamp design of our flagship A2® product secures the panel without traditional set screws. This system exceeds attachment standards, while also preserving the panel coating finish from rotational forces and sharp edges that have been shown to be the cause of certain types of damage that can become a nightmare to contractors, such as pierced panels and rust staining.

Our Engineers are ready to help you spec your next project!  
www.AceClamp.com or call (860) 351-0686